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Abstract

Aims. Childhood adversities (CAs) predict heightened risks of
posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and major depressive epi-
sode (MDE) among people exposed to adult traumatic events.
Identifying which CAs put individuals at greatest risk for these
adverse posttraumatic neuropsychiatric sequelae (APNS) is
important for targeting prevention interventions.
Methods. Data came from n = 999 patients ages 18–75 present-
ing to 29 U.S. emergency departments after a motor vehicle col-
lision (MVC) and followed for 3 months, the amount of time
traditionally used to define chronic PTSD, in the Advancing
Understanding of Recovery After Trauma (AURORA) study.
Six CA types were self-reported at baseline: physical abuse, sex-
ual abuse, emotional abuse, physical neglect, emotional neglect
and bullying. Both dichotomous measures of ever experiencing
each CA type and numeric measures of exposure frequency
were included in the analysis. Risk ratios (RRs) of these CA mea-
sures as well as complex interactions among these measures were
examined as predictors of APNS 3 months post-MVC. APNS
was defined as meeting self-reported criteria for either PTSD
based on the PTSD Checklist for DSM-5 and/or MDE based
on the PROMIS Depression Short-Form 8b. We controlled for
pre-MVC lifetime histories of PTSD and MDE. We also exam-
ined mediating effects through peritraumatic symptoms assessed
in the emergency department and PTSD and MDE assessed in
2-week and 8-week follow-up surveys. Analyses were carried
out with robust Poisson regression models.
Results. Most participants (90.9%) reported at least rarely
having experienced some CA. Ever experiencing each CA
other than emotional neglect was univariably associated with
3-month APNS (RRs = 1.31–1.60). Each CA frequency was also
univariably associated with 3-month APNS (RRs = 1.65–2.45).
In multivariable models, joint associations of CAs with 3-month
APNS were additive, with frequency of emotional abuse (RR =
2.03; 95% CI = 1.43–2.87) and bullying (RR = 1.44; 95% CI =
0.99–2.10) being the strongest predictors. Control variable analyses
found that these associations were largely explained by pre-MVC
histories of PTSD and MDE.
Conclusions. Although individuals who experience frequent
emotional abuse and bullying in childhood have a heightened
risk of experiencing APNS after an adult MVC, these associa-
tions are largely mediated by prior histories of PTSD and MDE.

Introduction

Most people experience a traumatic event at some time in their
life (Kessler et al., 2017). About one in four of these people
develop an adverse posttraumatic neuropsychiatric sequelae
(APNS) such as posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) or major
depression (Kessler et al., 2017). These APNS are associated
with substantial psychological (Nichter et al., 2019b), physical
(Nichter et al., 2019a) and economic (Atwoli et al., 2015;

Greenberg et al., 2015) burdens. Identifying risk factors could
help prevent some of these APNS from occurring by targeting
high-risk people experiencing traumas for preventive
interventions.

Childhood adversities (CAs) are risk factors for APNS
(McLaughlin et al., 2017). Nearly half of all U.S. children experi-
ence CAs (Green et al., 2010; Kessler et al., 2010). CAs predict
numerous adult psychiatric disorders (Kessler et al., 2010).
However, few longitudinal studies have examined CAs predicting
APNS after a discrete adult traumatic event. Two recent studies
did this, though, and found that CAs predicted increased risk of
PTSD in the months following ED presentation with a traumatic
event (Gould et al., 2021; Xie et al., 2022). These associations were
found in one of the studies to be mediated by immediate stress
responses (Gould et al., 2021) and in the other to be mediated
by changes in thalamus nuclei volumes (Xie et al., 2022). We
are aware of only one longitudinal study that examined the asso-
ciation of CAs with depression following trauma exposure
(Wilson-Genderson et al., 2021). That association was significant
and positive, but mediation was not examined.

In addition to their small number, prior longitudinal studies of
CAs predicting APNS can be faulted for examining only total CA
frequency scores (Gould et al., 2021; Xie et al., 2022) or a count of
CA types (Wilson-Genderson et al., 2021). These approaches
implicitly assume that each CA type confers the same risk for
APNS. However, previous research in other populations suggests
that CA types differ in their associations with adult APNS
(McLaughlin et al., 2017). Specifically, non-longitudinal research
found that childhood neglect and sexual abuse were most strongly
associated with adult PTSD (McLaughlin et al., 2017). A related
issue is that CA types often co-occur, raising the possibility not
considered in previous research that interactions exist among dif-
ferent CA types in predicting adult APNS (Ziobrowski et al.,
2020).

To address these limitations of previous research, we analysed
data from a large prospective study of adults presenting at EDs
following motor vehicle collision (MVC) to determine whether
patient-reported CA history predicted APNS three months later,
the amount of time traditionally used to define chronic PTSD
(Feder et al., 2021). We first compared the association of ever
experiencing each of six CA types with the outcome. We then
investigated whether differential CA frequencies were important.
We then used machine learning methods to determine whether
interactions existed among the different CA types predicting
APNS. Finally, we examined the extent to which the joint associa-
tions of the different CA types with 3-month APNS were
explained by pre-MVC histories of PTSD and depression and
mediated by more proximal associations with peritraumatic
symptoms, 2-week PTSD and depression, and 8-week PTSD
and depression. These possible mediation effects are important
to understand to determine useful time windows for preventive
interventions after trauma exposure.

Methods

Sample

Data came from the Advancing Understanding of Recovery After
Trauma (AURORA) study, an observational study of patients ages
18–75 presenting at 29 urban U.S. EDs within 72 h of trauma.
Enrolment began September 2017. We focused on participants
whose trauma was a MVC, by far the most common trauma
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type in AURORA, and who completed all 2-week, 8-week and
3-month follow-up assessments by January 31, 2020. Other inclu-
sion criteria were being able to speak and read English, oriented to
time and place, able to comprehend the enrolment protocol, and
in possession of a smartphone for >1 year. The roughly 5% of
patients who were admitted to the hospital rather than released
to home were initially excluded from the sample based on con-
cerns that they would not be able to participate in prospective
assessments. However, this restriction was subsequently relaxed
to include patients who completed the ED assessment and were
admitted for no more than 24 h (as of April 4, 2018) and then
no more than 72 h (as of December 11, 2018). Patients with a
solid organ injury Grade >1, significant haemorrhage or need
for a chest tube or operation with general anaesthesia were
excluded throughout because they were for the most part unable
to complete the baseline assessment.

As described in detail elsewhere (McLean et al., 2020), after
providing written informed consent, participants completed
both an interviewer-administered assessment and a self-report
questionnaire (SAQ) in the ED. Follow-up self-administered
questionnaires were then completed 2-weeks, 8-weeks and
3-months post-MVC. The ED assessments took approximately
1 h to complete. Each follow-up SAQ took approximately 30min
to complete. All procedures were approved by the Institutional
Review Boards of the participating institutions. Of the 2096 parti-
cipants who presented after an MVC and completed the baseline
assessment, 999 completed all three follow-up assessments (online
Supplementary Fig. S1). This report focuses on these 999
participants.

Measures

Controls
We included two types of control variables in the analysis: socio-
demographics and MVC characteristics. The socio-demographics
assessed included age, race-ethnicity, sex, marital history, educa-
tion and income. However, only the first three of these were
used as controls in multivariable models, as the others might
have been influenced by CAs and thus more likely to be mediators
than confounders. A previous AURORA investigation found that
three MVC characteristics predicted 3-month PTSD and/or major
depressive episode (MDE), the two types of APNS considered
here: any vehicle damage, concussion and severe pain reported
in the ED (Joormann et al., 2022). Vehicle damage was reported
by the patient in the ED. Concussion was assessed in the ED
based on evidence of loss of consciousness, amnesia or disorien-
tation (McLean et al., 2009). Self-rated global pain was reported
on a 0–10 visual response scale (Farrar et al., 2001). Patients in
the top 40% were categorised as having severe pain based on
prior analyses documenting that this dichotomisation best cap-
tures the association of the 0–10 pain scale with the 3-months
outcome (described below) (Joormann et al., 2022).

CAs
In the 2-week survey, participants reported how often they
experienced 6 types of CAs during their childhoods on a five-
point scale ranging from never (0) to very often (4). Physical
abuse, sexual abuse, emotional abuse, physical neglect and emo-
tional neglect were assessed with items from the Childhood
Trauma Questionnaire (Bernstein et al., 2003). The physical
abuse items asked participants how often people in their family
hit them ‘so hard that it left marks and bruises’ and how often

they were ‘physically abused’ (Cronbach’s α = 0.90). Sexual
abuse was assessed by asking how often someone tried to make
them ‘do sexual things or watch sexual things,’ how often some-
one ‘molested’ them, and how often they were ‘sexually abused’
(Cronbach’s α = 0.95). Emotional abuse was assessed by asking
how often people in their family ‘said hurtful or insulting things’
to them and how often they were ‘emotionally abused’
(Cronbach’s α = 0.84). Physical neglect was assessed by asking
how often someone ‘took care of and protected’ them and how
often there was someone to take them to the doctor if they needed
it (Cronbach’s α = 0.87). Emotional neglect was assessed by asking
how often there was someone that helped them feel important or
special and how often they felt loved (Cronbach’s α = 0.93).
Bullying was assessed using two questions from the screening
questionnaire for the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV
Axis II Personality Disorders (SCID-II; First et al., 1997): how
often other kids called them names or said mean things about
them; and how often other kids threatened to hit or hurt them
(Cronbach’s α = 0.80). In each of these cases, respondents were
asked how often these CAs occurred ‘during your childhood,’
with no age range used to define ‘childhood.’ Nor were separate
questions asked about frequencies at different parts of childhood.

0–4 responses to questions within CA types were summed and
responses to the neglect questions were reversed because they
were expressed in positive terms, leading to high scale scores
representing high CA frequency. Participants with a score of 1+
for a CA type were categorised as having experienced that type.
A standardised score was then created by subtracting 1 from the
total score for each CA type and dividing by the range so that
each scale had a standard range between 0 and 1. As some scales
were based on items that differed in level of abstraction (e.g., the
physical abuse scale included an abstract question about fre-
quency of being ‘physically abused’ and a more concrete question
about frequency of being ‘hit so hard that it left marks and
bruises’), responses to the concrete question were, in effect, double
counted because they were presumably included when the
respondent reported frequency of the more general category.
This was less than ideal from a psychometric perspective but
was inherent in the scales used in the study.

3-month APNS
The APNS outcome was defined as meeting criteria for either
PTSD or MDE in the 3-month survey. This outcome was deter-
mined based on evidence presented previously that 90 + % of
respondents who met criteria for either 3-month PTSD or
MDE had PTSD, that a great many significant predictors were
found for having PTSD and/or MDE, but that we were unable
to find significant predictors either of (i) depression without
PTSD in the total sample or (ii) comorbid MDE in the subsample
of respondents with PTSD (Joormann et al., 2022).

PTSD was assessed with the PTSD Checklist for DSM-5
(PCL-5; Blevins et al., 2015) (Cronbach’s α = 0.96). A 30-day recall
period was used in administration in the ED, 8-week, and 3-month
surveys, whereas a 2-week recall period was used in the 2-week
survey. In the latter cases, participants were asked about symptoms
occurring ‘either because of the event that brought you into the ED
or any other highly stressful experience that ever happened to you.’
The decision to administer the scale in this way rather than ask
separately about symptoms due to the focal trauma was part of
a more general strategy of minimising question repetition to
reduce respondent burden. There was also the concern that
prior research found many patients with a history of multiple
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trauma exposures unable to sort out the trauma(s) causing their
PTSD symptoms (Karam et al., 2014). Lifetime PTSD prior to
the MVC was assessed using the same scale. In each case, a con-
servative PCL-5 38 + threshold (Zuromski et al., 2019) was used
to define probable PTSD (Zuromski et al., 2019).

MDE in the past 30 days was assessed in the ED, 8-week, and
3-month survey with the Patient-Reported Outcomes Measurement
Information System (PROMIS) Depression Short-Form 8b (Cella
et al., 2010; Cronbach’s α = 0.95). MDE with a 2-week recall per-
iod was assessed with the same scale in the 2-week survey. T-score
transformation of scores was done based on PROMIS norms
(PROMIS Cooperative Group, 2021). Based on the conservative
assumption of a 5% MDE point prevalence in the general popu-
lation, we set the diagnostic threshold to be 1.5 standard devia-
tions above the general population mean to define MDE and
in the range of 1.0–1.5 standard deviations above the general
population mean to define subthreshold MDE. Lifetime MDE
prior to the MVC was assessed with the self-report version of
the Composite International Diagnostic Interview (Kessler and
Üstün, 2004).

Mediation through intervening APNS
As noted in the introduction, we examined effects of pre-MVC
lifetime histories of PTSD and MDE in explaining the associations
of CAs with 3-month APNS. We also examined mediation
effects through peritraumatic distress and dissociation (in the
ED) and PTSD and MDE in the 2-week and 8-week surveys.
Peritraumatic distress and dissociation were found in previous
research to predict APNS (Thomas et al., 2012; Lebois et al.,
2022). Peritraumatic distress was assessed with eight items from
the Peritraumatic Distress Inventory (PDI; Brunet et al., 2001).
Peritraumatic dissociation was assessed with the five-item revised
Michigan Critical Events Perception Scale (CEPS; Michaels et al.,
1999). The restriction of the PDI assessment to only 8 PDI items
was part of a more general strategy of truncating long baseline
scales using rational item selection to reduce respondent burden.

Analysis methods

An inverse probability of response weight that adjusted for differ-
ences in baseline characteristics between participants in the final
analysis sample v. baseline participants who did not complete
all follow-up surveys (Mansournia and Altman, 2016) was used
to adjust for loss to follow-up. Analysis began by comparing the
distributions of socio-demographics, MVC characteristics, and
CAs among participants with and without 3-month APNS in
this weighted sample. We then estimated Poisson regression mod-
els with robust standard errors (Zou, 2004) to estimate risk ratios
(RRs; Knol et al., 2012) for 3-month APNS. All models adjusted
for age, race-ethnicity, sex, any vehicle damage, concussion, and
severe pain reported in the ED. In Model A, the CA predictor
was either a dummy variable for any occurrence (even if rarely)
of the CA or the continuous variable for frequency of occurrence.
Model B included both these variables in the same model. Model
C included all 12 CA variables (i.e., the 6 pairs of ever v. never
dichotomies and continuous frequency variables). We estimated
this combined model in a 70% training sample and calculated
area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC) in
the remaining 30% test sample.

Because CAs often co-occur (Ziobrowski et al., 2020) and were
all positively correlated in our sample (online Supplementary
Table S1), we ran an XGBoost machine learning model (Chen

and Guestrin, 2016) to search for interactions in predicting
3-month APNS. This model was estimated in the same 70% train-
ing sample as mentioned above and model accuracy was evaluated
in the remaining 30% test sample. We then added the predicted
probabilities from this XGBoost model to Model C and compared
the test sample AUC to that of Model C.

Given that the most complete CA model included a substantial
number of highly correlated measures, we estimated a lasso (least
absolute shrinkage and selection operator) penalised regression
model to generate the smallest subset of CA variables that cap-
tured the joint predictive associations among the many CA vari-
ables with 3-month APNS. The lasso model was estimated in the
70% training sample and evaluated in the 30% test sample. In
Model D, we included only the CA variables that were selected
by the lasso model and again calculated the model’s AUC in
the 30% test sample.

Once the final specification was estimated in Model D, we
sequentially added pre-MVC histories of PTSD and MDE, peri-
traumatic symptoms assessed in the ED, 2-week PTSD and
MDE, and 8-week PTSD and MDE to the model to investigate
how much these controls explained the overall associations of
CAs with 3-month APNS. In doing this, we built on our previ-
ously published derivation of functional forms of these control
variables in predicting 3-month APNS (Joormann et al., 2022).
We calculated the AUCs of the sequential models in the 30%
test sample.

The XGBoost models were estimated in R, version 4.0.5
(R Core Team, 2021). All other analyses were conducted using
SAS statistical software, version 9.4 (SAS Institute Inc., 2013).

Results

Sample characteristics and outcome prevalence

Most respondents were female (68.0%) and non-Hispanic Black
(52.6%) (Table 1). 24.0% were ages 18–24, 31.9% 25–34, 28.0%
35–49 and 16.1% ages 50+. Most (90.9%) respondents reported
having had at least one CA. The most common CA was bullying
(79.1%) followed by emotional abuse (65.4%) and emotional neg-
lect (51.4%). Childhood sexual abuse was the least common CA
(36.9%). Prevalence other than for emotional neglect was higher
among participants with than without 3-month APNS. Fewer
than 50% of respondents who ever experienced a CA reported fre-
quency in the higher two of the four positive response categories
(22.6–41.4%; Table 2).

At 3 months post-MVC, a weighted 26.9% of respondents had
APNS (i.e., PTSD and/or MDE), including 25.3% with PTSD and
11.6% with MDE (Table 3). This is about one-fourth lower than
the 37.0% of respondents who had APNS in the 2-week assess-
ment and 32.1% in the 8-week assessment. Conditional probabil-
ities of APNS persistence to 3-months from 2-weeks (54.2%) and
8-weeks (65.4%) were considerably higher than conditional prob-
abilities of later onset through 3-months given absence of APNS
at 2-weeks (10.8%) or 8-weeks (8.7%).

Associations of CAs with 3-month APNS

Except for the emotional neglect dichotomy, each CA variable was
univariably associated significantly with 3-month APNS, (RR =
1.3–2.4) (Table 4, Model A). In Model B, frequencies but not
dichotomies of physical abuse, emotional abuse, emotional neg-
lect and bullying were significant predictors (RRs from 1.8 to
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Table 1. Distribution of socio-demographics, motor vehicle collision characteristics and childhood adversities

Total sample (n = 999)

Participants without
3-month APNS

(n = 724)

Participants with
3-month APNS

(n = 275)

% (n) % (n) % (n) χ2

Socio-demographics

Female 68.0 (713) 66.3 (505) 72.8 (208) 3.8

Age 0.8

50+ 16.1 (190) 16.5 (142) 14.9 (48)

35–49 28.0 (295) 27.5 (209) 29.3 (86)

25–34 31.9 (295) 31.6 (211) 32.9 (84)

18–24 24.0 (219) 24.4 (162) 22.9 (57)

Race-ethnicity 2.8

Non-Hispanic White 32.3 (323) 32.0 (231) 33.2 (92)

Non-Hispanic Black 52.6 (534) 53.1 (391) 51.3 (143)

Hispanic 10.7 (100) 10.1 (68) 12.4 (32)

Other 4.4 (42) 4.9 (34) 3.0 (8)

Marital history 0.1

Married or cohabitating 41.4 (417) 41.2 (301) 41.9 (116)

Previously married 13.0 (144) 12.9 (104) 13.3 (40)

Never married 45.6 (438) 45.9 (319) 44.8 (119)

Education 4.0

Less than high school 11.4 (113) 11.0 (77) 12.7 (36)

High school grad 25.8 (247) 26.6 (183) 23.6 (64)

Less than college 42.8 (427) 41.4 (300) 46.6 (127)

College or more 20.0 (212) 21.1 (164) 17.1 (48)

Income 9.2*

Greater than $35 000 36.6 (358) 39.3 (281) 29.3 (77)

$ 19 000–$ 35 000 31.9 (320) 31.2 (227) 33.8 (93)

Less than $ 19 000 31.6 (321) 29.6 (216) 37.0 (105)

MVC characteristics

Any vehicle damage 92.8 (927) 92.0 (666) 94.9 (261) 2.5

Concussion 27.8 (270) 25.1 (175) 35.3 (95) 10.2*

Severe pain in the ED 40.4 (405) 34.3 (250) 57.0 (155) 42.2*

Childhood adversities

Any adversity 90.9 (905) 89.7 (646) 94.1 (259) 4.4*

Any physical abuse 42.6 (433) 39.7 (291) 50.4 (142) 9.2*

Any sexual abuse 36.9 (377) 32.0 (237) 50.3 (140) 28.2*

Any emotional abuse 65.4 (654) 61.8 (447) 75.3 (207) 15.9*

Any physical neglect 45.4 (442) 42.6 (295) 53.2 (147) 9.0*

Any emotional neglect 51.4 (501) 49.9 (348) 55.5 (153) 2.5

Any bullying 79.1 (798) 77.2 (567) 84.3 (231) 6.0*

APNS, adverse posttraumatic neuropsychiatric sequelae, defined as meeting criteria for posttraumatic stress disorder and/or major depressive episode; ED, emergency department; MVC,
motor vehicle collision.
Note: %’s and χ2’s are weighted.
*Significant at the 0.05 level, two-sided test.
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2.4), indicating that RR of rarely v. never experiencing these CAs
was the same as the RRs of higher pairs of response categories.
Experiencing any sexual abuse but not frequency, in comparison,
was associated with increased risk of 3-month APNS (RR = 1.4).

When all CA variables were included in the same model
(Model C), only emotional abuse frequency remained statistically
significant (RR = 2.1). The AUC for this model was 0.631
(Standard Error [S.E.] = 0.039) in the test sample. The XGBoost
model that contained all CA variables had a lower AUC (0.624
[S.E. = 0.040]). The AUC of the model that combined XGBoost
predicted probabilities to Model C was only minimally higher
(0.640 [S.E. = 0.038]; online Supplementary Fig. S2), indicating
that interactions among CAs are not of great importance in pre-
dicting 3-month APNS.

Based on this last result, we estimated a lasso model for CA
measures (both dichotomies and continuous frequency measures)
and controls (Model D). Only three CA variables were selected by
that model: frequencies of emotional abuse (RR = 2.1) and bully-
ing (RR = 1.5) and the dichotomy for any physical abuse (RR =
0.7). AUC was 0.679 (S.E. = 0.036). The RRs of the two frequency
variables were somewhat smaller than their univariable associa-
tions. The RR of physical abuse, in comparison, was opposite
its univariable association. Based on this inconsistency, we judged
this predictor to be an aberration and excluded it from the final
additive prediction model. The RRs for frequency of emotional
abuse (RR = 2.0) and bullying (RR = 1.4) in that model were
close to their values in Model D, but bullying was no longer stat-
istically significant. AUC was 0.640 (S.E. = 0.038).

Controlling for pre-MVC, peritraumatic, 2-week and 8-week
disorders

The RR for emotional abuse frequency was substantially attenuated
in the final model when adjusting for pre-MVC histories of PTSD
and MDE (Table 5) and the RR for bullying frequency became
close to the null. AUC substantially increased to 0.763 (S.E. =
0.029). Further sequential adjustment for peritraumatic symptoms,
2-week PTSD and MDE and 8-week PTSD and MDE continued to
weaken the associations of emotional abuse and bullying with the
outcome. AUC of the final model was 0.875 (S.E. = 0.021).

Discussion

CA prevalence in AURORA was much higher than in national
general population surveys (Green et al., 2010; Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention, 2020). This might be because
patients who come to EDs after MVCs without serious injuries
and/or who agree to be in studies like AURORA have high CA
prevalence. Consistent with this possibility, a prior AURORA
report noted that pre-MVC lifetime PTSD and MDE were sub-
stantially higher than in general population surveys (Joormann
et al., 2022). Although we have no way to investigate causes, it
is noteworthy that prior research has shown that people who
experience MVCs have high prevalence of substance problems
(Bogstrand et al., 2012) and that people who choose to go to
EDs after traumas are more likely than those who do not to
have preexisting mental health problems (Krieg et al., 2016).

Table 2. Frequency of individual childhood adversity items (n = 999)

Never Rarely Sometimes Often Very Often

% (n) % (n) % (n) % (n) % (n)

Physical abuse

Hit so hard left bruises 61.1 (603) 14.9 (150) 14.1 (144) 5.1 (53) 4.8 (49)

Physically abused 67.5 (671) 11.2 (111) 11.4 (115) 4.2 (43) 5.7 (59)

Sexual abuse

Sexual things 68.2 (673) 9.8 (100) 11.7 (117) 5.8 (62) 4.5 (47)

Molested 68.9 (676) 10.9 (112) 9.5 (97) 5.4 (58) 5.3 (56)

Sexually abused 70.6 (695) 10.2 (105) 8.2 (84) 5.1 (53) 5.9 (62)

Emotional abuse

Insults 40.4 (400) 20.3 (203) 20.9 (204) 9.9 (102) 8.5 (90)

Emotionally abused 49.7 (492) 11.2 (107) 18.4 (181) 8.9 (92) 11.9 (127)

Physical neglect

Cared and protected 4.8 (44) 6.7 (69) 13.8 (138) 16.0 (153) 58.7 (595)

Taken to doctor 3.8 (34) 4.8 (48) 10.8 (104) 16.1 (156) 64.6 (657)

Emotional neglect

Felt special 5.6 (54) 10.0 (101) 14.7 (144) 17.0 (164) 52.8 (536)

Felt loved 4.3 (41) 8.9 (91) 17.0 (165) 15.8 (150) 54.0 (552)

Bullying

Called names 23.0 (222) 19.5 (193) 27.5 (278) 13.7 (138) 16.3 (168)

Kids threatened to hurt 39.3 (383) 23.7 (243) 23.4 (234) 7.4 (75) 6.3 (64)

Note: %’s are weighted.
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Both substance problems and mental disorders, as noted above,
are associated with CAs (Petruccelli et al., 2019).

Although we found that most CAs had univariable associa-
tions with 3-month APNS, multivariable analyses revealed two
important refinements. First, XGBoost showed that interactions
among CAs did not meaningfully improve prediction accuracy.
Second, lasso showed that two of the six continuous CA measures
captured most of the significant linear-additive associations of all
CA measures with 3-month APNS. Dichotomous CA measures
were generally not important.

In interpreting the second of these results, it is important to rec-
ognise that the lasso is designed to provide a parsimonious charac-
terisation of joint additive associations of highly intercorrelated
predictors (Freijeiro-González et al., 2021). This means that the vari-
ables selected are not necessarily the most important causally but
explain the most variance in the outcome. It is noteworthy in this
regard that emotional abuse, the CA selected as most important
by lasso, had the highest RR in the univariable frequency models
and a comparatively high prevalence. Prior research has shown
that emotionally abused children are often also bullied by peers
(Holt et al., 2008; Martín-Babarro et al., 2021). This is consistent

Table 3. Associations of childhood adversities with 3-month APNS (n = 999)

Model Aa Model Bb Model Cc Model Dd

RR (95% CI) RR (95% CI) RR (95% CI) RR (95% CI)

Physical abuse

Any 1.3* (1.1–1.6) 1.0 (0.7–1.3) 0.7 (0.5–1.0) 0.7* (0.6–1.0)

Frequency 2.0* (1.5–2.6) 2.0* (1.3–2.9) 1.0 (0.6–1.6) – –

Sexual abuse

Any 1.6* (1.3–2.0) 1.4* (1.1–1.9) 1.3 (1.0–1.7) 1.3 (1.0–1.7)

Frequency 2.0* (1.5–2.6) 1.3 (0.9–2.0) 0.9 (0.6–1.4) 1.0 (0.6–1.5)

Emotional abuse

Any 1.5* (1.2–1.9) 1.0 (0.7–1.4) 1.0 (0.7–1.4) – –

Frequency 2.4* (1.9–3.2) 2.4* (1.7–3.4) 2.1* (1.3–3.5) 2.1* (1.3–3.2)

Physical neglect

Any 1.4* (1.1–1.7) 1.2 (0.9–1.5) 1.3 (0.9–1.8) – –

Frequency 1.8* (1.3–2.6) 1.5 (1.0–2.4) 1.3 (0.7–2.4) 1.2 (0.8–1.8)

Emotional neglect

Any 1.2 (0.9–1.4) 0.9 (0.7–1.2) 0.7 (0.5–1.0) – –

Frequency 1.6* (1.2–2.3) 1.8* (1.2–2.9) 0.9 (0.5–1.8) – –

Bullying

Any 1.4* (1.0–1.9) 1.0 (0.7–1.4) 1.0 (0.7–1.4) – –

Frequency 2.2* (1.6–3.0) 2.2* (1.6–3.2) 1.5 (1.0–2.3) 1.5* (1.0–2.2)

AUC (S.E.) 0.631 (0.039) 0.632 (0.039)

APNS, adverse posttraumatic neuropsychiatric sequelae, defined as meeting criteria for posttraumatic stress disorder and/or major depressive episode; CI, confidence interval; RR, risk ratio;
S.E., standard error.
aModels included only one childhood adversity variable (any or frequency) and controlled for age, race, sex, any vehicle damage, concussion and severe pain reported in the emergency
department.
bModels included variables for any and frequency of one childhood adversity and controlled for age, race, sex, any vehicle damage, concussion and severe pain reported in the emergency
department.
cModels included all childhood adversity variables and controlled for age, race, sex, any vehicle damage, concussion and severe pain reported in the emergency department.
dModels included childhood adversity variables that were identified by a lasso model and controlled for age, race, sex, any vehicle damage, concussion and severe pain reported in the
emergency department.
Note: Risk ratios were estimated using Poisson regression models with robust standard errors.
*Significant at the 0.05 level, two-sided test.

Table 4. Prevalence of PTSD, MDE and APNS in 2-week, 8-week and 3-month
assessments (n = 999)

PTSD MDE
APNS

(PTSD or MDE)

% (S.E.) % (S.E.) % (S.E.)

2-week 36.2 (1.6) 12.8 (1.1) 37.0 (1.6)

8-week 31.1 (1.5) 12.2 (1.1) 32.1 (1.5)

3-month

Total 25.3 (1.4) 11.6 (1.0) 26.9 (1.4)

2-week yes 52.5 (2.7) 47.1 (4.5) 54.2 (2.7)

2-week no 9.9 (1.2) 6.4 (0.8) 10.8 (1.3)

8-week yes 64.9 (2.9) 55.3 (4.7) 65.4 (2.9)

8-week no 7.5 (1.0) 5.5 (0.8) 8.7 (1.1)

PTSD, posttraumatic stress disorder; MDE, major depressive episode; APNS, adverse
posttraumatic neuropsychiatric sequelae, defined as meeting criteria either for PTSD and/or
MDE.
Note: %’s are weighted.
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with the high correlation in AURORA between emotional abuse
and bullying (online Supplementary Table S1). Indeed, 3 of the 4
highest correlations among CA measures involved emotional
abuse, which is consistent with the lasso model selecting emotional
abuse as the CA type most important in characterising overall CA
exposure. Although the variables selected by the lasso model are
not necessarily causal, our findings on emotional abuse align with
previous research that found emotional abuse to be more strongly
associated with internalising and externalising psychopathology
than physical and sexual abuse (Heleniak et al., 2016).
Furthermore, compared with physical and sexual abuse, childhood
emotional abuse has been found to be more strongly associated
with emotional dysregulation including emotional sensitivity and
arousal (Heleniak et al., 2016), which are risk factors for APNS.

Once a parsimonious CA model was determined, the control
variable analysis extended prior prospective studies of mediators
(Gould et al., 2021; Xie et al., 2022) to document even more distal
associations: specifically, to show that pre-trauma lifetime histor-
ies of PTSD and MDE explained most of the gross associations
between CAs and 3-month APNS in AURORA. This raises the
possibility that a meaningful proportion of the APNS found
among patients presenting at EDs after MVCs are associated
with chronic-recurrent APNS prior to the MVCs. If so, we
would expect that longer-term prospective studies following the
AURORA cohort over many years would find high rates of
APNS recurrence associated with subsequent traumas.

Limitations

The study has several limitations. First, our sample was confined
to urban EDs and patients who agreed to participate in a long-

term prospective study. Findings might not generalise to other
settings or segments of the population. Our sample was also lim-
ited to participants who were either discharged to home or admit-
ted for only short hospitalisations. We also excluded patients with
serious injuries that made it impossible to participate in the base-
line assessment. However, as more than 95% of patients who pre-
sent to the ED after an MVC are discharged to home (McLean
et al., 2020), this exclusion is much less noteworthy than that
most eligible patients failed to consent or to complete all
follow-up assessments. Second, CAs were of necessity retrospect-
ively self-reported. Subjective CA reports are known to be more
predictive of psychopathology than objective measures (Danese
and Widom, 2020), raising the possibility of systematic recall
bias. This bias might have been exacerbated by CAs being assessed
in the 2-week follow-up SAQ. Third, the AURORA study did not
assess all CA types. Fourth, the PTSD and MDE measures came
from self-report scales rather than clinical interviews. Fifth, the
PTSD assessment did not specify that the MVC was the trauma
causing symptoms, raising the possibility that other prior or sub-
sequent traumatic events accounted for at least some of the PTSD.
Sixth, other types of psychopathology were not considered.
Substance use disorder is one of these that might be of special
importance given the important role of substance use in MVCs.

Conclusions

Within the context of these limitations, we advanced prior
CA-APNS research in several ways. First, we found that frequency
measures are for the most part more important than dichotomous
ever v. never measures of CA exposure in predicting 3-month
APNS. Second, we found that interactive associations among

Table 5. Associations of frequency of emotional abuse and frequency of bullying with 3-month APNS adjusting for pre-MVC PTSD and MDE histories, peritraumatic
symptoms and 2-week and 8-week post-MVC PTSD and MDE (n = 999)

Frequency of
emotional abuse

Frequency of
bullying

RR (95% CI) RR (95% CI) AUC (S.E.)

Final modela 2.0* (1.4–2.9) 1.4 (1.0–2.1) 0.641 (0.038)

Adjusting for pre-MVC PTSD and MDE historiesb 1.4* (1.0–1.9) 1.1 (0.8–1.5) 0.763 (0.029)

Adjusting for pre-MVC PTSD and MDE histories and peritraumatic symptomsc 1.3 (1.0–1.8) 1.1 (0.8–1.5) 0.768 (0.029)

Adjusting for pre-MVC PTSD and MDE histories, peritraumatic symptoms and 2-week
disordersd

1.2 (0.9–1.6) 0.9 (0.7–1.3) 0.785 (0.029)

Adjusting for pre-MVC PTSD and MDE histories, peritraumatic symptoms, 2-week
disorders and 8-week disorderse

1.1 (0.9–1.5) 1.0 (0.7–1.3) 0.875 (0.021)

Adjusting for pre-MVC PTSD and MDE histories, peritraumatic symptoms and any
2-week or 8-week disordersf

1.1 (0.9–1.5) 1.0 (0.7–1.3) 0.838 (0.022)

APNS, adverse posttraumatic neuropsychiatric sequelae, defined as meeting criteria for posttraumatic stress disorder and/or major depressive episode; CI, confidence interval; MDE, major
depressive episode; MVC, motor vehicle collision; PTSD, posttraumatic stress disorder; RR, risk ratio; S.E., standard error.
aModels included frequency of emotional abuse and frequency of bullying and controlled for age, race, sex, any vehicle damage, concussion and severe pain reported in the emergency
department.
bModels included frequency of emotional abuse and frequency of bullying and controlled for age, race, sex, any vehicle damage, concussion, severe pain reported in the emergency
department, and pre-MVC lifetime histories of PTSD and MDE.
cModels included frequency of emotional abuse and frequency of bullying and controlled for age, race, sex, any vehicle damage, concussion, severe pain reported in the emergency
department, pre-MVC histories of PTSD and MDE, and peritraumatic distress and dissociation.
dModels included frequency of emotional abuse and frequency of bullying and controlled for age, race, sex, any vehicle damage, concussion, severe pain reported in the emergency
department, pre-MVC histories of PTSD and MDE, peritraumatic distress and dissociation and 2-week disorders.
eModels included frequency of emotional abuse and frequency of bullying and controlled for age, race, sex, any vehicle damage, concussion, severe pain reported in the emergency
department, pre-MVC histories of PTSD and MDE, peritraumatic distress and dissociation, 2-week disorders and 8-week disorders.
fModels included frequency of emotional abuse and frequency of bullying and controlled for age, race, sex, any vehicle damage, concussion, severe pain reported in the emergency
department, pre-MVC histories of PTSD and MDE, peritraumatic distress and dissociation, 2-week disorders, 8-week disorders and interactions between 2-week and 8-week disorders.
Note: Risk ratios were estimated using Poisson regression models with robust standard errors.
*Significant at the 0.05 level, two-sided test.
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CAs do not improve importantly on a linear-additive model of
joint CA predictive associations, although the same might not
be true for associations of CAs with other psychiatric disorders
in other populations (e.g., Husky et al., 2022). Third, we docu-
mented that the associations of CAs with 3-month APNS were
largely explained by pre-MVC histories of PTSD and MDE, rais-
ing the intriguing possibility that many patients in studies of acute
APNS might actually have chronic-recurrent pre-trauma APNS
histories. Other recent epidemiological studies have pointed to
the same possibility (Liu et al., 2017; Kessler et al., 2018). If
this is the case, longer-term prospective studies will be needed
to trace out important long-term causal pathways.

Overall, our findings suggest that people who frequently
experienced emotional abuse and bullying may be at especially
high risk of developing APNS after an MVC. Screening for
these CAs in the ED could help identify individuals who need
preventive services, and this information may also be helpful for
treating patients who develop APNS following MVC who may
have problems with emotional regulation.
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be found at https://doi.org/10.1017/S2045796022000798
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